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THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF LAW
Arttrur T. von Mehren*

I.

Introduction**

A desire to understand and to explain perceived patterns of
similarity and divergence in the juristic ordering of aspects of life
shaped by cultural, economic, and social circumstances drew Ferd
Stone to comparative law. Because Ferd Stone was a true comparatist,
comparative-law study was for him rich in challenge as well as in
opportunity. The general reflections upon the comparative enterprise
and the illuskations of the comparative method at work that follow are
published here in memory of a distinguished colleague and a dear
friend whose work has contributed so much to our comparative
understanding of the law.
Basic to all comparative work are knowledge and understanding
of discrete areas of human and social experience that have enough in
common to permit a meaningful comparison. For legal studies, the
criterion of comparability is convergence at the fuhctional level.
Facially disparate institutions, principles, rules, and theories that serve
similar pulposes can be meaningfully compared. Where social,
political, or economic values are shared in significant measure, the
iurangements and intellectual structures through which societies seek to
advance these values are comparable.

A wide range of choice is open to the legal comparatist in the
spectrum that runs from specificity to generality, from nuts and bolts to
theoretical consffucts. The vast topic of law's role in different cultures

can be explored and such questions asked as whether a naditional
society--China or Japan, for example--addresses dispute resolution and
the eliciting and carrying-out of production and distribution decisions
through mechanisms and concepts comparable to those utilized by
contemporrary Western societies? And, if not, why not? Do societies
that stand outside the Western legal tradition have a legal profession
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and, if so, what are its characteristics? In such societies are disputes
resolved in terms of abstract conceptions of right, or is justice sebn as
ltigltly particularized and individualized? lneiploring iuch topics the
jurist
has much to learn from the cultural anthropologist, the
sociologist, and the political scientist.

For a variety of reasons, most comparative legal study does not
widely. To explore the nature and role of law in two or
more basically different cultural and legal traditions requires vast
knowledge. Furthermore, most jurists look upon law as a professional
cast its net so

discipline and accordingly prefer to woik at a lowbr level of
generalization and to seek more particularized connections to what can
be called "law in action."

A great deal of comparative work consequently addresses
problems that arise in legal orders ryhose basic assumptions and values
are taken to be fundamentally similar. For comparative work to be

challenging and professionally useful, however, meaningful
differences must exist at some level between the systems whose
positions are to be compared.

These considerations among others have resulted in most
comparative work exploring the handling of legal problems in so-called
civil-law and common-law systems. Tf,e term "civil-law" system is a
convenient shorthand for those modern Western legal orders that arose
out of the legal culture that began to develop in 1095 with Irnerius's
lectures at Bologna on the newly rediscovered Corpw luris Civilis of
Justinian. On the basis of Roman law materials, generations of
professors developed and refined a distinct legal culture*the civil-law
system o_f continental Europe. The inevitable iesult was a legal culture
profoundly influenced by the fondness for generalization and system
that characterizes the work of university scholars.
The other great Western legal system is, of course, that of the
common law. Although these two systems share a common cultural
heritage, they exhibit significant diffirences in their habits of thought
and modes of analysis. The cornmon law emerged in England in ihe
course of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Iti intellectual tradition
rests on the political fact that an effective, centralized administration of
justice was established in England long before western societies had
comg qo look upon law as a rational system of rules and principles that
a politically organized society consciously generates to rbgulaie social
and economic
In the twelfth- and thirteenth centuries,
governmental authority was largely undifferentiated. The King's court-that is to say, his advisors and representatives--declared la* for his
realm. Disputes were resolved essentially on the basis of community
practices and traditions which came to be seen as authoritatively
revealed in the course of deciding comparable disputes.

life.
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Thus, in England a system of private law was established and
developed in the process of administering the King's justice. By the
end of the twelfth century, a strong and cohesive legal profession had
arisen. Aided by the rather occult nature of the practice of law, the
practicing profession took over legal education; English lawyers were
not to receive a university training in law until the twentieth century.
Instead, in the Inns of Court, aspiring lawyers were trained by the
practicing profession. Inevitably, the common law's habits of thought
and methods of analysis became those congenial to adjudicators and
practitioners. Systems and broad generalizations did not attrac! jurists
thought in concrete terms and reasoned inductively from precedents
rather than deductively from general concepts.

For various reasons, the contrast just drawn between the
methodologies in the civil and the cornmon laws is less stark today than
in the past; nevertheless, the civil-law and common-law styles of legal
writing and analysis still exhibit significant differences. A concern of
comparative scholarship is to assess the significance of these
differences for the administration of justice in contemporary societies.
A further reason why so much of comparative-law scholarship
is concerned with problems situated within the civil- and common-law
taditions is that, in ttre course of the nineteenth and trventieth centuries,
political, economic, and cultural forces have--for better or for worse--

resulted in the two Western traditions replacing, especially for
commercial matters, indigenous legal traditions in non-Western
societies. There is little reason to believe that this picture will change
dramatically in the decades to come. On the contrary, some command
of both Western traditions is likely to become increasingly important in
the contemporary practice of law.

The methods of research and the raw materials for comparative

work in law depend upon the problem to be investigated and the
characteristics of the legal systems for which the investigation is to be
undertaken. For example, field work is required to study dispute
resolution in traditional societies and to investigate how black-letter
rules of law affect the way in which commercial activities are carried on
in contemporary Western societies. Most comparative work limited to
common- and civil-law systems relies, however, not on field work but
on materials generated by those agencies of society that discharge
legislative, administrative, or dispute-resolving functions.

There are several reasons why legislative and administrative
materials along with judicial decisions are grist for the comparatist's
mill. First, jurists are accustomed to work with these sources; they
provide the authoritative starting points for legal reasoning. In most
developed legal systems, materials of this nature are relatively easy to
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obtain a,nd are produced in the course of the system's operations for
maqV--though not all--subjects that lend themselves to comparative
gtudy. Investigation of certain questions--for example, how lay
judges, such as jurors, decide cases--is difficult because here th-e
system's operations do not generate a paper trail. Unless the needed
materials have been gathered by jurists working on the subject in
particular legal systems, in order to explore such matters the
mmparatists must themselves undertake empirical research.
The fact that a $eat deal of comparative work rests on materials
in the course of the normal operations of the system under
consideration raises the question whethei these materials can be relied
upon. The comparatist who studies doctrinal writings and judicial
decisions assumes that they throw a strong light on the way in which
disputes are decided. One posits that rules and principles control in
significant measure the administration of justice. If the tnrth is
otherwise--if rules, principles, and doctrines are mere superstructure
colcealing the interplay of economic, political, or social power fiom
which decisions actually result--comparative work based on doctrinal
writings and judicial decisions can hardly deepen our understanding of
law and the legal order.
generated

Of course, the issue thus raised is present not for comparative
gtudy alone but for legal scholarship generally. Various schools of
jurisprudential thought--legal realisml the Fieie Rechtsschule, and
(more recently) ttre critical legal studies movement-have argued that ttre
reality of the legal process cannot be captured in rules, prihciples, and
doctrines.
Without seeking to explore this problem here, I venture the
observation that, as is so often true when-one seeks to understand the
yo.rking of human society, the matter is more complicated than
jurisprudential generalizations may suggest. Much depends on the
view that not only the legal profession bui also society in general hold
lespecting the force and determinacy of authoritative starting points for
legal reasoning. Are rules, principles, and doctrines seen to advance
objectivity, to ensure evenhanded justice, and to make it possible for
individuals to calculate in advanCe the legal consequenbes of their
behavior?
Views held on these matters are, to a significant degree, selfshape our conduct. Accordingly, it is
of great historical and sociological importance that, in western-s6ciety,
at most periods and by most individuals law has been seen as
principled in nature and as administered in an essentially even-handed
manner. If it could be demonstrated that the reality were otherwise,
much comparative-law scholarship would be irrelevant.

fulfilling;,ourteliefs decisively
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A great deal of comparative analysis is concerned with the
interplay and tension between intellectual structures--legal rules,
principles, and doctrines--and social, economic, and political needs and
realities. Do a given legal system's intellectual structures produce
solutions that, when considered in functional terms, are defective or
could be considerably improved? When legal systems with
significantly different intellectual structures address what is,
functionally considered, the same problem, do differences at the level
of legal rules and principles reflect different political, social, or
economic views as to how the problem should be handled? Ordo they
result from differences in the methodology and doctrinal ordering with
which each system works? And how should a legal system adapt or
modify its intellectual structures when the results that flow from those
structures are in severe tension with perceived functional requirements?

The comparative study of law, as the preceding discussion
suggests, can serve a variety of purposes. One may seek deeper
insight into law as a social phenomenon and into the capacity of
concepts and abstractions to direct and discipline the taking of decisions
and the resolution of disputes. Comparative study in this and other
ways thus helps us to see our legal system's forest; providing
perspective, comparative study helps jurists to understand better law's
constraints and law's potentials. Insight into how other legal systems
have dealt with particular problers not only stimulates the jurist's
imagination but reveals the strengths and weaknesses of particular
solutions. Comparative study thus assists legal reform as well as
lawyers' efforts to find creative solutions for problems that arise in
legal practice. This second function is of particular importance in
transactions involving two or more different legal orders. The
comparatist serves here as a translator whose knowledge makes
possible communication between persons speaking different languages.

T!t" comparative study of law thus has many applications,
ranging from the philosophical and speculative to thb piactical and
concrete. Comparatists seek insight and truth at many levels and for
viuaous purposes.

II.

Comparative Analysis of Aspects of Contract Law

My purpose is to give a sense of some of the forms that
comp_arative-law scholarship can take. The examples used can only
sample the possibilities. Although I have done some relevant work, I

do not _pre-sent an example of cross-cultural comparative-law

scholarship but limit myself to work dealing with problems within the
and common-law branches of the wesiern culnrral tradition.

civil-
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My endeavor will be to give you an understanding of the
comparative enterprise as one comparatist has pursued it in one field,
that of contract law. Because it is impractical to analyze particular
factual problems or situations in detail, concentrate on the
generalizations and conclusions respecting various aspects of contract
law that are informed, supported, and tested by comparative study.

I

In the contemporary world, the economic and commercial
coordination and cooperation for common purposes that every society
requires take two basic forms: plan and contract. Of course, status and
various manifestations of social pressure, ettrical principle, commercial
morality, and religious feeling have considerable importance for areas
of life that fall within the purview of contract and plan. For example,
contemporary contract law in both common- and civil-law systems
gives weight to good faith and to commercial morality. The "ordtre
public" sets limits to the use and enforceability of contractual
arTangements.

The dominant methods of ordering, especially insofar as
production and distribution decisions are concerned, are tday clearly
contract and plan. Nowhere are these two forms regarded as mutually
exclusive. Quite the contrary is true; in the contemporary world, the
emphasis is on achieving an optimal balance in practice between the
nvo principles.
Views respecting what constitutes an optimal balance vary and
have shifted in the course of the century. The institution of contract has
come under pressure in societies that have come to attach a reduced
importance to free choice as a source of legal rights and liabilities. The
result has been a decline in contract's effectiveness as an instrument for

the allocation of calculable risks. By contrast, many societies that
earlier in this century were very heavily committed to the planning
principle, have turned from plan towards contract.
When reflecting on the role of contract and plan, it should be
remembered that their importance is not to be measured simply by the
extent to which one or the other explicitly controls a given situation.
Where parties rely on nonlegal sanctions to enforce an agreement,
contract or plan may have played a role in shaping the underlying

transaction. Thus, in societies that rely heavily on contract for

economic coordination and cooperation, contract law influences subtly
and importantly expectations and notions of proper conduct even where
the parties do not seek to attach legal sanctions to their transactions.

Contract, by giving decisionmakers a direct stake in the
outcome, is thought to stimulate initiative and prudence. Furthermore,
because decisions are made by those who will be principally affected
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by them, decisions will likely correspond to the desires of those whom
they are intended to benefit.

But the institution of contract is not a simple reflex of the
proposition that production and distribution decisions should be
autonomous and decentralized. Even if contract law were constructed
entirely on the basis of private autonomy, it would contain mandatory
rules designed to ensure that the contracting process was responsive to
the autonomous, substantive decisions of both the parties. Contractual
ordering must be done by parties who act with a degree of awareness,
independence, and responsibility. Only so long as the integrity of the
contracting process is assured can we assume that its results will be
socially acceptable. The concern for process explains the importance of
rules respecting the legal consequences that follow when mistake,
undue influence, or fraud was present during the course of the
contract's formulation. Formal requirements also ensure the integrity
of the contracting process by inhibiting hasty, unreflective action.

Procedural justice is thus a fundamental concern of every
system of contract law. This is not to say that the solutions are the
same for all systems. Differences may reflect divergent judgments
respecting how such considerations as administrability and legal
security are best taken into account. Another soruce of difference lies
in varying theories respecting how contract's binding effects are
explained. For example, many nineteenth century jurists, arguing that
the binding effects of contract flowed from the creative force of the
individual will, accorded what is now considered excessive protection
to the mistaken party. Significantly less protection for mistaken parties
is indicated when contract's legal enforceability is seen to rest on
social, economic, and institutional considerations. Explanations along
these latter lines operate to reduce the tension between doctrinal and
instrumental considerations and thus to increase the social and
economic usefulness of contract as an institution.
Procedural justice is a fundamental concern of contract law,
although different views are held as to what is contractually just in
various situations. The views traditionally held respecting the
requirements of contractual justice were developed for two-sided
contractual ordering. With the increasing importance in the twentieth
century of such forms of one-sided contractual ordering as standardform contracts and consumer contracts, new standards of procedural
justice have emerged and contract law has become less unitary than it
formerly was.
Contract law's approach to issues of substantive justice differs
markedly from its approach to procedural justice. As has already been
remarked, the classical assumption was that ensuring procedural justice
warranted in principle the contract's substantive justice. For onerous--
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as distinguished from donative--transactions, a contract is typically
considered substantively just if each party receives, in terms of his owir
evaluation, a value at least equivalent to the value he gives up. For
qaqy goods and services, the market usually renders unimportant the
distinction between subjective and objective value. ThE question
remains whether, where the terms of the exchange were not fixed by an
o,perating market, the parties' subjective evaluations should always be
decisive. In these cases, the legal ordercould be concerned that crirtain
parties, individually or as a class, are such poor traders that the other
parry to the transaction will almost always obtain the best deal possible
within the range of terms upon which the contract could be concluded.
The argument for interference in the name of substantive justice is
strongest where--as in one-sided transactions--dickering over terms
does not occur.

The history of concern for substantive justice in contract law is
complex. In the Western legal tradition, the requirement of a
'Just price" can be traced back to Roman law. In the Middle Ages,
influenced in paft by the revived study of Aristotelian philosophy, the
doctrine was expanded into a fundamental principle of contract law.
There is considerable contoversy, however,-as to ivhat constituted the
just price. Whatever was meait, the "just" price's significance for
contract law declined as market economies arose. The French Code
Civil of 1804 maintained the docrine of laesio enormis for the specific
case of a seller of an immovable who had received a price that was less
than seven-twelfths of the property's value. The German BGB of
1900 rejected the laesio docuine buuight.
l_gng and

The laesio enormistheory did not become obsolete because of
an emergent view that the principle of equivalence was not basic to
contractual justice. Rather value was increasingty seen not as intrinsic
but as based upon individual decisions and prefeiences. To the extent
that these decisions are generalized and cooidinated by the market, the
contract price and the market or just price are identical unless the
contracting process was defective because of error, fraud, or *re like; in
these circumstances, the just price docuine no longer has independent
significance. where individual preferences anif decisions are too
particularized or too diverse to be generalized and coordinated by the
market, the proposition that value is not intrinsic but rests on individuat
preferences and decisions again leaves no place for the just price
theory. In^ all these situations, the satisfa6tion of an afpropriate
standard of procedural justice was--and continues to be--taken to
wiurant the jusmess of the transaction.

But contract law never succeeded in exorcising all concerns for
substantive justice. In some situations, perceived gr6ss disproportion
in the parties'respective obligations alone or in conibination^wiflr other
rmpropneties can prevent formation of the contracq the same effect can
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follow where one party has essentially arbitrary control over the
dimensions of his obligation or of the obligation owea him. Finally, a

contract may be formed but with its potential for substantive injustice
reduced or removed either through invocation of a rule of iaw or
through interpretation.

For the most part, these results are reached through rules and
principles that do not directly express concerns for substantive justice.
As a consequ€nce, the area is on-e in which ambiguity and unc6rtainty
ge predictably encountered and the results reached vary considerably
trom system to system. Here again difficulties in understanding and
administering the law arise frdm a tension between doctrinal and
functional con siderations.
Solutions to many specific problems that arise in contract law
slaped by doctrines respecting the basic requirements that must be
satisfied to conclude a contract. Consistently with contract's social and
economic function, contemporary civil- and common-law systems here
emphasize party intention. French and German law view contractual
obligation-as, in principle, arising simply through party ageement.
uommon-law systems traditionally require as well a "sufficient
consideration" and thus add an element of bargain to the requirement of
are.

agreement.

These doctrinal propositions work well for the great mass of
transactions. In some situations, however, to insist upon agreement
plus consideration--or even agreement alone--denies iegal dffects to
transactions that, instrumentally considered, deserye a better fate. To
deal with these cases, various-alternative or supplementary theories
have been proposed. In German law, some rirge that one party's
intention--the unilateral act theory--should suffice to esiablish
contractual obligation. In American law, the doctrine of promissory
estoppel- has achieved wide acceptance: a promise that induces
reasonable reliance ol the part of the other party is binding to the extent
necessary_ to avoid injustice even though that party has not given
anything that constitutes consideration.

other theories advanced to supplement traditional doctrines
Tspecting^formation are more radical in that contractual obligation is
divorced fr9ry party intention. The factual context or fdktische

lgrtra,gsyerfuiltnisse theory argues that contractual obligation can arise
$t*,Lv from factual circumstances quite regardless of larty intention.
It is also urged that contractual obiigarioi-shourd attach when one
party's conduct in the course of contractual negotiation can be
characterized as faulty: culpa in contrahendo. An{in American law
one can rgrhapq.discern a tendency to find contractual liability where
one party has relied on assurances by the other that are too indefinite to
be considered operative promises and hence are outside the scope of
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promissory estoppel. Each of these theories seeks to reduce the tension
between doctrinal and instrumental considerations. Such efforts,
however, run the risk of producing the contrary effect. In the effort to

reach satisfactory results in particular situations, the doctrine in
question may lead to unsatisfactory results in otheis. Lrgal doctrines
have an internal logic and dynamic; once launched, they tend to take on

a life of their own and may lead to results that are-unforeseen and
undesired.

.Comparative. study_ makgl clear not only the centrality of
propositions respecting will and intention to much doctrinal
Srory
respecting contract formation but also tlat, when contract is closely
associated with party intention, tension arises between, on the one
hand, the doctrinal emphasis on intention and, on the other,
instrumental concerns to protect party reliance and to ensure
administrability.

This tension is seen in discussion of such issues as the
following: How is intention to be expressed; for example, can silence
constitute assent? Is a contract formed when the par:ties have reached
agreement on many, but not all material terms? When issues arise
respecting the conclusion of legal transactions or the interpretation of
underlying declarations of intention, are manifestations to be given
effect in terms of the manifesting party's personal understanding--the
subjective theory--or of the normal, objective meaning that the other
party--or? in some situations, an observer--would, in the given context,
reasonably attribute to the manifestation?

The subjective theory, an entailment of the will theory of
contract, is more productive than is the objective thcory of tensions
between docrinal and instrumental considerations. This is so because
the latter theory does not have scruples against giving weight to party
expectations and social, economic, and institutional values. The
objective theory thus accommodates more easily and fully than does the
subjective theory concern for reliance and administrability.
The difficulty for the subjective theory is not that it precludes
reliance
concerns into account but rather that it can only do this
laking
in a way that puts adminisuability at risk. The subjectivl theory
recognizes that one who makes a manifestation of intention should
rcalize that others will ordinarily act on the basis of objective meaning;

accollingly, although for purposes of contracruat liabitity tlie
manifesting party is given the benefit of his subjective intention, he is
liable on a fault--or abuse of rights--theory foi harm resulting to the
other party from reliance on the rnanifesting pafiy's objective meaning.
This approach resolves the tension between rdspeci for one paftyis
subjective intention and the other party's reliance but in a manner that
gives rise to practical difficulties. The aggrieved party may find it
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difficult, or even impossible, to establish the fact of--or the precise
harm caused by--his reliance on the objective meaning of the other
party's manifestation. Moreover, permitting a party to invoke his
subjective intention to overcome the objective meaning of his
manifestation generates litigation that would not otherwise occur and
thus places a greater burden on the courts. Finally, at least in
commercial and economic affairs, considerations of stability and the
need of others to know where they stand require that, in principle, one
be held to what he is reasonably understood to say or do.
Comparative study indicates that, in the course of the twentieth

century, systems that began with a subjective approach have

increasingly moved closer to systems using an objective approach. The

driving force for this development lies primarily in the practical
difficulty of giving sufficient weight to concerns for party reliance and
for administrability in a system that adheres strictly to the subjective
theory.
The degree of completeness and clarity that party intention must
achieve in order to form a contract turns on another aspect of the
interaction between intention, on the one hand, and reliance and
administrability, on the other. Requiring a reasonable degree of
completeness and clarity finds strong support in contract's social and
economic function. Contract as an institution can hardly elicit and
discipline the myriad of discrere decisions required to allocate and to
distribute resources if the essentials of the matter are left open for
resolution by courts or other official institutions. Nor would it do to
enforce, in principle, only those transactions whose details are
contained in entirely complete and absolutely clear party manifestations.
Legal security would be undermined if a party who wished later to
change his mind could, regardless of degree or centrality, seize upon
any ambiguity or incompleteness whatsoever. Moreover, once a pafty
has relied on an incomplete or ambiguous agreement, a greater degfee
of unclarity is appropriately tolerated than would, in the absence of
reliance, be acceptable.

The problem of completeness and clarity would be
excruciatingly difficult and burdensome were every situation to be
understood and evaluated in completely individual and subjective
terms. In practice, conventions and patterns embodied in commercial
usages are frequently called upon. The legal order itself provides many
rules--so-called jus dispositivwn--to fillln concrete details when the
parties,fail to address significant points. Contractual paradigms--for
example, the contract of sale or of lease--are found in all contemporary
legal_ systems; these contractual types supplement and fitt iir
manifestations of party intention.
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_gy contrast, contracts cannot be taken, as it were, directly off
rack. Even in the case of specific contracts--sale or lease, for

gxapple_--parties regula-te such matters as price and object on an ad ltoc

basis. Indeed, the role that contract as an institution plays in the
production and distribution process precludes the legal order from
providing mandatory standard-form contracts for the great mass of
tansactions.
Comparative analysis of how different legal systems handle the
problem of completeness and clarity does not provide black-letter
propositions. What emerges is rather the extent to which, in all the
systems considered, results turn on particular facts. Here general
propositions and rules more often provide rationalizations than true
reasons for the results reached in particular cases. The nature of the
problem and the characteristics of the available doctrine only permit a
legal system's doctrinal structure to guide and control the
administration ofjustice in quite general tenns.

In the nineteenth century, the negotiation and conclusion of a
contract werc seen as a relatively simple affair. Unless the deal was to
be concluded inter absentes,- negotiation, offer, and acceptance
ordinarily merged into a single episode; the complications and
ambiguities that arose in more complex situations were thought to be
exceptional.
Contract negotiation and conclusion have become, however, in
affair. Ambiguity and
complication have today varied causes: the inherent complexity of the
transaction in view, the protraction of negotiation that isunavoidable
lvhere. mljor projects are in question, the fact that persons other than
the principals play important roles in the negotiations, and differences
betweel the points in time at which each party is in a position to
determine whether he is prepared to enter inroa binding obligation. As
a.consequence, in real life, the contracting process is frequently more
disorderly than the neat legal categoriei of negotiation, offer, and
acceptance suggest.

many cases a far less straightforward

Traditionally, discussion of the phases and mechanisms of
formation have centered on problems relaiing to offer and acceptance.
What constitutes an offer? Are offers revocable? What amounrs ro an
acceptance? For example, can silence ever constitute acceptance and
must an acceptance always be a mirror image of the offer? At what
point in time is an acceptance effective to form a contract?
Although these issues remain difficult and important, in the
twentieth century a new issue has come to figure in discussions of
contract formation: Is negotiation in itself capable of giving rise to
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"contractual" obligation?

))

In the early nineteenth century, only

acceptance triggered obligation. Later, "contractual" obligation was
attached to offers. Today, the desirability and doctrinal propriety of
"contractual" obligation arising during the negotiation phase are
increasingly debated.

Contemporary commercial and economic development have
strained the fabric of traditional contract law in yet another way. The
emergence of mass production and mass distribution has led to efforts
to contract by using standard forms. The difficulty is that where forms
are used, the parties frequently agree that "a deal is on" but do not reach
full agreement as to the deal's terms. In such situations, a tension
exists between commercial and economic realities and the doctrinal
structure and resources of contact law. Traditionally, where the
parties were in disagreement on an important term, no contract arose.
But a different approach is possible: a contract is formed but the terms
as to which the par:ties were in disagreement are derived from sources
outside the negotiations.

This latter solution has both disadvantages and advantages.
The courts assume a greater burden and the administrative and control
advantages that large-scale enterprise seeks to achieve by routinizing
the contracting process through the use of standard forms are largely
lost. But, put to the choice, commercial men probably prefer to take
the background law and have a deal rather than see the deal abort
wlenever the two parties failed to resolve for themselves every material
difference in their bargaining positions.
Interestingly, the American and German systems have resolved
this problem of battling forms in one way and the English and French
systems in another. The American-German solution holds the parties
to a contract even though in their exchange of forms they failed to reach
agreement on all material terms; the open terms are supplied from the
background law. The English and French systems, on the other hand,
leqgire essentially unqualified acceptance of the offer; accordingly, a
battle of the forms either produces no contract or a contract on the terms
that were proposed to the acceptor.

III.

An Elementary Comparative-Law Exercise

In Japan the Meiji Restoration of 1868 set the stage for Japan's
massive, eclectic borrowing of foreign law for reasons of survival,
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national independence, and reform.l By 1874 Boissonade was
teaching French law at a law school attached to the Ministry of Justice;
the teaching of English law began in the same year at the Tokyo Kaisei
School, later the Tokyo Imperial University. English law was taught
essentially through texts--Pollock, Holland, Anson, and Terry, among
others--rather than reported cases. In 1885, the law school of the
Ministry of Justice was transferred to the Tokyo Imperial University; in
1887 a German law section was created there. Thus, by 1887, the
common law and two versions of the civil law--the French and
German--were being studied at the recently established Tokyo Imperial

University.
One of the first fruits of the Japanese efforts to westerni ze their
private law was ready by 1890; it was a draft civil code based in
considerable measure on French law. The proposal was adopted with
the legislation to come into force in 1893. But, as the months passed,
opposition to the proposed code grew. The grounds of discontent were

various; ultimately a postponement until December 31, 1896 was voted
and a committee of three appointed to restudy the whole matter, to
analyze the principal western civil laws, including the draft of the
German Civil Code, and to prepare--if indicated-a new proposal. The
committee's labor resulted in the replacement of the 1890 proposal by a
new draft code whose general structure was drawn from the draft of the
German Civil Code. With respect to specific rules, the proposal drew
heavily on the first (1887) and the second (1896) drafts of the German
Code. The draft was adopted and came into force on July 16, 1898,
almost a year and a half before the effective date, January 1., 1900, of
the German Biirgerliches Gesetzbuch.

This fragment of Japanese legal history is recounted to set the
for an imaginary exercise in comparative analysis. The Japanese
drafting committee of three--Hozumi-san, Ume-san, and Tomii-san-visited both England and Germany in the course of the investigations
that produced the Civil Code of 1898. They must have remarked that
among the many differences between the common law and the draft
German Code was that they gave quite different solutions to two
problems of some importance in the formation of contracts: (1) Can an
offeror revoke his offer at any time before the offeree has accepted it?
(2) In transactions inter absentes, does the offeree's acceptance
conclude the contract when it is dispatched or when it is received by the
stage

offeror?
Perhaps the fact that the German and common-law solutions are

diametrically opposed struck our Japanese jurists as but another
l.
of Japarwse

See gerwrally Tax,c,yaN,c,cI, A Century of Innovation: Tfo Developmen
l,aw, 1868-1961, in[AwNJ.lpAN: THELEGALORDERnTACHANcnTcSocTeTy

5,23-31 (ed. A. von Mehren, 1963).
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example of the West's inscrutability. But, charged with drafting a code
for their nation, they should have wanted to understand, first, why in
German law an offer, unless the offeror stipulates otherwise, is
irrevocable for the time stated in the offer, or, if no term is stated, for a
reasonable time, but, in the cornmon law, offers are always freely
revocable; and, second, why, when a contract is concluded inter
absentes, in German law legal obligation arises when the offeror
receives the acceptance, while in the common law the contract is
formed as soon as the acceptance is dispatched by the offeree.

Let us imagine that our three Japanese jurists asked their
lestern colleagues for explanations. What-would they have been told?

English jurists would have explained that the offer could not be binding
as a matter of contract law because, for an obligation to arise,
agreement plus an element of exchange--a consideration--is required.
The acceptance is effective on dispatch to form the contract because
there is both consideration--the performance promised by each party-and agreement as, to use the metaphor of the period, "the minds of the
parties had met."
The German explanation of these rnatters would have run along
quite different lines. The Motive for the first draft of the Civil Code
explains in instrumental terms why offers are binding: "The recipient
of the offer requires a sure point of departure for the decision he-is to
make; he must in certain circumstances at once take the steps necessary
if the contract is to be concluded; he will refuse and ignore other offers
dg{ing with the subject matter in question; he will, for his part, make
offers based on the offer made to him." A conceptual eiplanation
lrou-ld have been given for the acceptance's effectiveness upon receipt:
Declarations of intenti on (W illens elkkirun gen), of which acceptances
constitute a sub-form, are under $ 130 of the Code effective upon
ry991p!.2 However, the explanation of the general rule contained in
$ 130 is practical in nature; one person's declaration of intention should
not affect the legal position of another person until the latter is in a
position to know of the declaration.

.

These explanations are coherent and plausible for the system in
question. But they provide little help to our Japanese jurists in ileciding
what solutions theii draft code shoutd adopt.-A coriparative analysii
along the following lines would have furniJhed usefuljnsights.

Analysjs reveals that both legal systems seek to give the offeree
a secure position while deciding whether to accept the offer. As the

2. The German Civil Code (BGB) $ 130 provides: ',An expression of
will which is to be addressed to another person will become operative in the
latter's absence when it is received by him. It will not be operative if a revocation
human

reaches the addressee before or at the same time.',
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passage quoted from the Motive makes clear, the German system does

this in a straightforward fashion by holding the offer open. The
common-law rule that an acceptance takes place on dispatch achieves
the same effect, but more indirectly. Because the offeree can bind the
offeror to a contract before the latter receives the acceptance--while a
revocation of the offer is not effective until the offeree receives it--the
offeree knows whether he is free to accept while the offeror does not
know whether he can revoke. The offeror's uncertainty provides the
offeree some security while he considers whether to accept the offer.
Both German law and common law thus seek to protect the
offeree, but each implements ttris policy different$. Two questions are
immediately posed-for ttre comparatisi: (1) Whydo these systems, in
pursuing similar goals, use suth different techniques? (2) Which
pattern of rules can better provide the offeree protection that is sought?
To begin with ttre cornmon law: The rule ttrat the acceptance is
effective on dispatch to conclude the contract was a judicial creation; the
King's Bench announced the dispatch rule in Adams v. Lindsell,
decided in 1818.3 Why did not the English courts take the more direct
rcute to offeree protection and treat offers as binding in principle? This
solution was closed to them because, for obligation to arise in the
cornmon law, agreementplus an element of exchange--a consideration-is required. Accordingly, there was in the common law no doctrinal
basis upon which an offer could be treated as binding in principle.
And, although common-law courts clearly make law in several senses
of the term, their creative powers are exercised within the system's
dogmatic structure. Parliament could have passed legislation making
offers binding in principle but for the courts so to hold would have
been unseemly.
The German sinration was different. In ttre first place, the Code
represented an exercise of legislative rather than judicial power.
Accordingly, instrumental considerations could more easily overcome
doctrinal inhibitions. Moreover, the Gemeine Recht, which was of
great importance in Germany during the nineteenth century, lacked

strong doctrinal objections to treating offers as binding. Only

agreement--not agreement plus consideration--was required to create
contractual obligation; thus, an offer to hold open the principal offer
which was accepted by the offeree's silence when he received the
principal offer could be implied.

Having provided an offeree protection by a rule respecting the

offer, the drafters of the German Code were not under pressure to
provide such protection by making acceptances effective upon dispatch.
3.

I

Barn. & Ald. 681 (K.8. 1818).
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Accordingly, the acceptance was naturally to be treated, so far as its
effective date was concerned, like other declarations of intention.
Up to this point, comparative analysis clearly suggests that our
jurists should adopt the German solution. The doctrinal
difficulties and the reliance on judicial law-making that explain the
common-law approach need not concern them. However, the analysis
can be extended by asking whether in actual practice the German
pattern of rules woild prot6ct more effectively o'ffe.ees than does the
common-law pattern.
Japanese

At least to one who had the gift of prophecy, the answer would
not have been clear. The inflation and related economic difficulties that
Germany experienced in the aftermath of World War I were to result in
German offerors often excluding the binding effect of offers, with the
c_onsequence that offerees were often deprived of all protection.
Having experienced severe economic dislocations, offerors understand
the significance for their position of the binding-effect rule and, in
consequence, exclude its operation unless commercial realities and
relative bargaining power make such action inadvisable. Because
common-law societies have not experienced comparable economic
dislocation and because the significance for the offeror's position of the
dispatch rule is less obvious, it seems intuitively probable--and
empirical studies have not established the contrary--that
-rule's common-law
offerors do not routinely exclude the dispatch
operation
by
-In
stipulating for the acceptance's effectiveness upon receipt.
practice,
therefore, the common-law rule may well glve the offeree greater
protection than does the functionally related German rule.
time, our three Japanese jurists might have felt trapped
-betweenBythethis
law in theory and
law

the
in action. Yet furtherreflection
would have suggested to them thar their draft could be improved by
Pling the -common-law dispatch rule as a back-up for th^e German
binding-offer rule to be applied when offerors chose to exclude the
binding_ effe91 that normally attaches to offers. In all events, having
undertaken this comparative exercise, our three Japanese jurists would
have returned to Japan with a better understanding both of the complex
interactions among legal rules and of the capacity of social and
economic intercourse to frustrate the schemes ofjusticd.

